We are looking for new team members as

**DevOps Cloud and Application**

Come Join DIGIMONDO – we enable the Internet of Things. For the past 5 years, DIGIMONDO has been inventing innovative software that transform lives and industries. Get hands-on experience working with the brightest minds to solve complex problems that matter: from industry automation, utilities and logistics to smart city to real estate digitization. Enjoy a culture that values aligned goals, balanced work-life priorities, continuous learning throughout your career and shared rewards. At DIGIMONDO, we invest in you and succeed together because we believe that happy, healthy, intellectually-challenged people drive our growth and market leadership.

**DIGIMONDO at a Glance**

DIGIMONDO enables the Internet of Things by helping customers bridge the physical and digital worlds with unmatched technologies that solve real-life problems and make the world smarter, healthier, greener and safer. With over €1 million in revenue, DIGIMONDO specializes in standard enterprise software for sensor networks. We make our customers independent of technologies and manufacturers while being uncompromising in terms of data security.

Our teams are multicultural, cross-functional and self-organized. At DIGIMONDO’s R&D team we live the agile philosophy. Our tech journey has taken us to process millions of transactions every day, in a low latency, high volume environment. As we continue to learn and grow, we are passionate about writing clean, maintainable code in scalable systems in the cloud and being the pioneers of innovation in our sector.

For our main Technology location in **Hamburg (Germany)** we are on the hunt for self-driven individuals who want to join us because they like being challenged and love to work in a highly collaborative environment.

**Job Description**

- Maintaining and troubleshooting of infrastructure and services in cloud environments and on premise installations
- Knowledge of certain areas in distributed services + monitoring, operations and automation
- Solve configuration and performance issues and optimize existing systems and services
Qualifications

Your Personality
• Flexible, pro-active mindset with an emphasis on quality
• Innovative in both personal and technological development
• Great team player who enjoys collaborating to achieve the goal and loves to do pair programming
• Quick learning and positive attitude

Your Knowledge And Skills

Essential Qualifications
• Strong practical operational experience with Linux systems
• Strong knowledge Docker and Docker-Compose
• Cloud Platforms like AWS, Azure
• Network-Architecture
• SQL Basic Knowledge
• Minimum 3 years professional experience
• Fluent English
• Monitoring / Logging
• Git platforms like Gitlab

Desired Skills
• API’s & REST Services
• Services (Nginx, Influx, Postgre, ElasticSearch)
• Experience and Interest for Programming, ideally JavaScript and Elixir

Benefits at DIGIMONDO

• Start-up feeling in a high-volume business and working in an exciting growth industry
• Flexible working hours
• Trainings (internal/ external) and further qualifications programs
• Sponsored company and team events
• Relocation Support
• Virtual-Shares Program for Employees

Contact

Please send your application to jobs@digimondo.de

DIGIMONDO GmbH
Bei dem Neuen Krahn 2
20457 Hamburg
digimondo.de
Mail: info@digimondo.de
Tel: +49 40 360 99 720